Introduction:-
A system can be implemented where the news can be provided to the user in an integrated manner and in a single place. We have developed such a system (a web application), by using various web development languages such as php, javascript, jquery, HTML, CSS. This paper provides an insight as to how we implemented this system as a web application mainly using javascript, AJAX and php for the functionality of the system and HTML, CSS, jquery for the user interface of the system. This web system is considered to be adopting a client-server software architecture, where the server processes the data and provides it to the client (the user). This software architecture is adopted to reduce the processing overload on the client machine which may make this system faster in processing the web application and getting the final results.
Scope:-
The system will help not only general users get an overview of news but also help a user research a particular topic. As the system provides data from different sources and in different formats such as text, images, videos, posts and tweets, the website can be used for many other purposes. If used for educational purposes, the system can provide voluminous information of a topic. The system can also help business entrepreneurs in learning about public response to a particular strategy or product.
But the system has some limits due to lack of hardware and software resources. If a requested topic is not available on the specified websites, data will not be displayed. Also the data is scraped from websites and displayed without any changed in the content. Hence, the system is not responsible for any problems related to the content. The speed of data retrieval depends on the availability of hardware and internet resources. Also if there are changes in the website format, these changes will have to be reflected in the system as well.
Implementation overview:-
The proposed system provides a website that displays news content from a specific number of news websites and social websites. The content displayed will be relevant to the user request and fetched from specified websites only. The content fetched will be displayed on a single page to save the user the hassle of searching different web pages. The news articles, tweets, videos and posts will be displayed in a proper fixed format with different sections for different websites. The sections will contain a brief matter of each article fetched. The website will display the entire article if further requested by the user.
The news websites included are The Times of India, NDTV, Economic Times, BBC News, whereas the social websites used are Twitter and Facebook. The system will take input from user and search for data on these websites using keyword provided. The system will then return relevant and latest news articles and tweets from the respective websites. The proposed system will use web scraping methodologies for fetching data from news websites. APIs will be used for fetching data from social websites. The Facebook content displayed will be Facebook pages of specified news websites. The website will display videos from "The Times of India". 
Methodology:-
Initially, the website will display recent news articles from specified news websites in respective sections. Also tweets and Facebook pages of news websites fetched dynamically will be displayed. For this, different functions are created for different websites. There is function that executes the web scraping php code for the respective news website for each different website. The structure of every news website is different. This makes the web scraping aspect of the system a little complicated. Web scraping is mainly dependent on the website structure. If the website to be scraped is developed in a simple and traditional manner, then the web scraping job gets easier.An example of one ofthese functions is "function get_latest_news_ndtv()".
Initially, when the page loads, there is no user input provided from the user. Hence, the recent news need to be displayed to the user instead of keeping the display sections blank. This is done by scraping the page of the news websites where the recent and latest news articles are provided. This job is done by the functions like one mentioned above.These functions fetch the recent news articles available on respective websites.
The main page of our system is developed mainly in javascript and HTML. The functions which execute the php web scraping code use AJAX to get the results from the news websites dynamically.
The use AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) helps to update a particular content of the web pageinstead of sending the whole page to the server. Hence the user can read recent news faster. For displaying the content of a particular news topic, the user is expected to enter the search keyword.On receiving a keyword the system stores the keyword in a variable called "query". Then a new variable is created that needs to be passed as a URL (that has the search query) on the internet. This variable contains the user query along will the website name. This variable is created based on the way a search query is passed on a particular news website. Hence,we get the news articles relevant to the user search keyword for a specific website. Example of a variable created for NDTV website is: query //contains the search keyword entered by the user $search = " "; // used for creating the url for searching on website $replace = "-"; // used for creating the url for searching on website $ndtv_search = "http://www.ndtv.com/topic/"; $new_string = str_replace($search,$replace,$query); //This function replaces the spaces in the search query with dashes, as it needs in an URL $ndtv_final_search_query = $ndtv_search.$new_string.'/news'; Suppose a user searches for the keyword "NIT Srinagar"  query= "NIT Srinagar";  search= " "  replace= "-"  ndtv_search= http://www.ndtv.com/topic/  new_string= NIT-Srinagar  ndtv_final_search_query= http://www.ndtv.com/topic/NIT-Srinagar"/news" -This is the final URL that will provide us with the news search results from the NDTV news website.
In this way, the search query provided by the user is used to pass it on to the different news websites from out system. Hence, "$ndtv_final_search_query" is the variable used for web scraping. This variable (containing the final URL) is then passed to a function called "curl()". This function is used for web scraping from the website. The contents fetched are stored in a variable "$ndtv_get_content". Hence now the system has the data fetched by the curl function. The data fetched is the actual HTML structure of the webpage.
But the data fetched has to be specific and relevant to the data that needs to be displayed. Hence formatting is an important task before displaying the data. The data fetched is in HTML format and contains everything available on the website. Hence selection of precise news article is required. A function called "scrape_between()" is used for this purpose. This function extracts the required part of the webpage by taking two arguments, the starting point from where the data needs to be extracted and the ending point till where the data is needed. It basically scrapes the page from one point to another.
$ndtv_data = scrape_between($ndtv_get_contents, '<div id="news_list">', '<div><div id="inside_pagination">');
$ndtv_data = scrape_between($ndtv_data, '<ul>', '</ul>');
On the NDTV website the data we require is inside the "<div id= "news_list>" tag. Hence, to get the data from just this tag, we pass it as the starting point and also provide an appropriate ending point for the scrape_between() function.
This gives a set of recent news articles from a particular website. The data to be displayed has to be in a precise format and arranged. Most of the further work in the system involves formatting of obtained data. Here each news article is separated, traversed and divided into various sections of an array ($article).The articles are divided into various sections like $newstitle, $newsimg, $newssource, $excerpt and $newslink. Information about each article contains an image, the excerpt (small introduction of the article), the link of that article page, the title of the article. This information is stored separately and sent back to the main page so that they can be easily accessed separately to make the user display easier to design. By doing this, we have the liberty to display the image, title, etc. according to our design requirements.These sections are created and sent to the main page. The data sent to the main function is in the form ofJSON (JavaScript Object Notation). JSON helps in data-interchange and provides ease of formatting. The sections in array help in formatting the data retrieved from news website in the main page. Finally all the articles collected are displayed in a particular format.Further if a user wishes to view the entire article and clicks on "Show More",the main page calls the function "showArticle()". In this case, the entire article is displayed with a scrolling bar using the "getArticle()" function.
Content from other different news websites included is extracted using the same way, except the web scraping start and end points differ. Each news website had to be analyzed (its HTML structure) for us to be able to extract data from them using this web scraping method.
In case of Twitter, API is used for retrieving data. For accessing the interface an account is created where the account holder is provided with authentication keys to access the public tweets. Four keys provided by Twitter are $consumer, $consumersecret, $accesstoken and $accesstokensecret. The "get()" method returns a collection of relevant Tweets matching the query provided in the variable "search".
$tweets=$twitter->get('https://api.twitter.com/1.1/search/tweets.json?q='.$search.'&result_type=mixed&count=35');
Resource URL:-https://api.twitter.com/1.1/search/tweets.json.
Resouce Information:-Response format specified is JSON.
Parameter:-"q" specifies search query of 500 characters maximum which is UTF-8and URL-encoded.
Result type specifies what type of search results are preferred. "mixed", "recent" and "popular" are the 3 result types available. The system includes Tweets which are both popular and real time that is "mixed".
"count" specifies the number of Tweets to return per page. The system provides 35 as count.
The results are further encoded in JSON and returned to the main page.
For videos, the system follows a similar procedure for fetching the data search results. The "curl()" function returns the block of data including the video results and their information. "scrape_between()" function scrapes the data to be displayed from the entire block. Links are obtained and data is separated for formatting. "startvideo()" function is used to start a particular video.
We have used a simple HTML5 video player on the page for playing the acquired videos. The HTML5 player needs a link from where it streams the video to be played. In our case, we need to get the "data link" of the video for successfully playing it.
The news videos in this system are retrieved from "The Times of India" news webpage. On The Times of India page, each and every video that plays on their website has been placed into an "<iframe>" html tag. The <iframe> tag specifies an inline frame.An inline frame is used to embed another document within the current HTML document. So this means that the video is entirely a different document that needs to be scraped separately. The link of this iframe document (found in the "src" attribute of the iframe), is passed to the curl function for scraping. This document contains the data link of the video we need to stream on our page, which is written is JavaScript.
The link is stored in to an array named URL. By using a regular expression and parsing the document for this name we found the link of the video for its data. Finally, we assigned this link to the "source" attribute of our HTML5 player and the video becomes playable on our page directly.
Design:-
The webpage application is designed using HTML, CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), jQuery, JavaScript and php for designing the functionality.
The use of 'Bootstrap" has also been included to make the webpage responsive to any device it may be displayed on. Bootstrap allows the webpage to dynamically scale and position the webpage content elements depending on the device the webpage is being used on. For example, smaller devices get an easy to navigate design whereas larger displays get the normal original design.
The main page of the system is divided into different sections. Each section displays a respective news website search results so that it"s simpler for the user to navigate through them.
The sections of the system i.e. the structure is designed using HTML. The way this structure looks is developed in CSS, whereas, the behavior of any UI element is developed in JavaScript and jQuery.
The functional design includes extensive use of php. The system is designed in such a way that each result element in the system has its own data request. This is done using AJAX, so that the entire system does not get reloaded when the user inputs another search query.
Conclusion:-
Hence the system provides a web application that displays news from different news websites and social websites. Displayed content is in text, image, video formats. Its saves the trouble of looking for a single news topic on different news websites. It also provides public view of the news topic and how the public respond to it. It provides overall view of the topic and hence provides the context of the news and not just the updates. The system can further be improved by embedding it with a framework that integrates all the news and provides the summary and history of the news topic.
